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Effective – Adequate to accomplish a purpose; producing the intended or expected result 

Efficient – Performing or functioning in the best possible manner with the least waste of time and effort. 

When trying to manage your time, you need to recognize that there are two categories this falls into.  

You first have to make sure your time use is effective, making sure you accomplish the needed goal with 

the task at hand, and then you need to make sure you are efficient, eliminating the chaff and waste of 

your daily activities. 

This stands true regardless of the goal – be it exercise / physical training, tasks with your 9-5 job, 

cleaning house, etc. the same principle applies regardless.  However, we are going to focus on the work 

environment and how to implement a few changes to make sure you are maximizing your effectiveness 

and efficiency. 

When you look at the ordered list at the end of this post, it will look like an insurmountable amount of 

work just to manage your work, but the key to this is take it in stages.  Make these positive changes daily 

until they become habit and then move into the next one.  None of these is individually difficult, but will 

require you to be flexible and willing to make adjustments.  No one can do this for you – you have to be 

willing to take it upon yourself to really look inward and find the strength to persevere.  As a kid, I 

remember my dad telling me a “joke” and it applies here very much so.   

Dad: “How do you eat an elephant?” 

Me: with a quizzical look because he totally took me by surprise “I don’t know?!” 

Dad: “One bite at a time.” 

Truer words were not spoken, and though he may have never intended to inspire such a thought as 

what I am writing about today it stuck with me and I have harkened back on it at many points in my life.  

Baby steps are still steps and you climb Everest one step at a time. 

I can’t begin to know what changes are needed in your situation to help you improve your time 

effectiveness and efficiency, but what I will do in this post is gather similar actions together allowing you 

to find what will be easier to implement at the given time.  Taking one or two changes at a time and 

repeatedly practicing them until they become second nature will allow you room to make further 

changes and improve even more. 

Let me rephrase this another way – Don’t try to do all these at once.  You will set yourself up for failure 

if you do.  Small gradual changes are far more powerful long term than huge changes that you can’t 

sustain. 

As a matter of fact, I have broken this list down into 4 parts, first to help you read it in a timely fashion, 

and second to make it more digestible – too much information overload is bad for everyone.  As each 

part gets posted, they will be linked in the Reports and Articles section of the website. 



Make “Me” Time: 

 Take Care of Yourself 

o Meditate or exercise every morning 

o Eat healthy 

o Take frequent breaks 

o Find Inspiration 

o Sleep at least 7-8 hours 

o Be conscientious of TV/Internet/Gaming time 

o Enjoyment should always be your goal – Work can be play! 

Taking care of yourself is critical for being a high functioning individual.  You need the right nutrients, 

sleep, endorphins, adrenaline, etc. to get through a stressful day.  This will make you much more 

focused, and much less tolerant of time-wasters that your mind sees as “resting points”, because it 

needs them less since it is fully engaged and firing on all cylinders. 

Meditation and / or exercise will give your body balance, removes toxins, stamina, focus, and energy will 

soon skyrocket.  Your body will come to look forward to it, and it will also help getting the proper 

amount of sleep to recharge your batteries and more quality sleep much easier.  It doesn’t have to be an 

intense workout like 2 hours of weights followed by an hour of hot yoga and you arrive at work sweaty, 

stinking, and exhausted.  It can be as simple as walking your dog for 30-45 minutes, or taking a walk by 

yourself, jumping on the treadmill for 20 minutes before your morning shower, whatever helps you and 

your body wake up, feel energized, and ready for the day. 

Eating healthy will make sure you have the necessary core ingredients for proper brain function, and will 

help you not crash through the day from a sugar / caffeine rush.  Getting the proper amount of protein, 

carbohydrates, water, and NATURAL sugars (not sodas, etc.) along with the right amount of fiber will 

make sure you feel more satisfied longer, and need fewer runs not only to the cafeteria on breaks, but 

the vending machine will be less of a siren’s beacon, and your *ahem* bathroom schedule will be less of 

an intrusion as well. 

Taking frequent breaks isn’t giving you the go ahead to run to the vending machine either.  You 

shouldn’t need that Snicker’s bar.  It is so easy to empty your mental, emotional, and physical tank 

without realizing the low fuel light is on.  Ideally working for 52 minutes and breaking for 17 minutes will 

help you stay the most productive, but this is not always a luxury we have.  Make sure you do get up and 

move, let the blood flow, do some stretches, step away from your desk and rest your brain and your 

focus for a few minutes while you refill you water, and get a few of those 10,000 steps in each day. 

Finding inspiration is a game changer for almost all situations.  When you are feeling lackluster, turn on 

TED talks that you can listen to in the background (if you don’t need to be reading, doing calculations, 

etc.) or if you do need to do these things, put on something that doesn’t require you to process like 

classical music, etc. – preferably something without words because words can distract your focus.  Music 

is very mathematical, and it ignites the logical side of your brain, even just when listening to it.  Using 

this in conjunction with the frequent breaks is potentially a nirvana state of mind, and you just might 

find a way to change the world!  There are other ways to find your inspiration and keep it going: 

 



 Read 

o Keep one or more motivations books (preferably physical paper in your hand) with you at all 

times because reading something especially poignant and that really drives a target home 

will ignite you and put you back on the road to success.  Sometimes just a sentence or two 

can do this, but if you have a source at the ready, it’s there no matter how much it is 

needed. 

 Reserve time alone 

o Some individuals are “people” persons and derive their energy from being with others, 

however even these need some quiet time alone to let their minds recharge and reset. 

 Exercise 

o I know we already discussed it, but it is helpful here too.  When you exercise, your left side 

of your brain is pre-occupied and this frees up your right side of your brain to be creative.  

You will have epiphanies of problem solving, or if your job is actually a creative type position 

(artistic, musical, etc.) these ideas will come at you rapid fire.  Make sure you bring with you 

some sort of audio recording method (phone, etc.) so you can take these down without 

having to stop to write / carry the bulk of a notebook and pen(cil). 

 Competition 

o Whether you create a competition for just yourself (do more in a time limit, make more 

sales, etc.) or with a team or team member, the spirit of competition is a huge motivator 

and inspiration source.  Getting yourself to the goal, or next tier, or next step is going to take 

work, and having that challenge ahead of you will bring you to look for solutions to get 

there. 

 I use this technique regularly in my artwork.  I have a large project I am working on 

and in order to stay focused on the sheer volume of art I need to produce, I work to 

challenge myself to stay focused.  It’s always something different so I don’t get 

bored with the process, but I use this technique consistently, and can promise it 

really works. 

 Give 

o Give to the world and the world gives back.  Seeing how your contribution helps others, 

either in your time, your money, your efforts, will fill you with pride, energy, and fulfillment.  

Going to the extent of helping someone else is possibly one of the biggest acts of selfish 

altruism.  Helping someone, really does help yourself. 

 That project I mentioned above is also how I am deriving my inspiration and energy 

through this method.  As certain criteria are met, I am donating free products to 

hospitals, childrens’ homes, rehab centers, foster care agencies, etc.  The ability to 

package up the products and send them is a marvelous feeling.  When I get a 

response back often with pictures of the products in use, I promise I feel like my 

heart absolutely could burst out of my chest.  Don’t underestimate the power of 

giving to inspire you to do better or be more productive. 

 Sleep 

o Sleep is a critical part of maintaining a healthy and productive existence.  It might seem 

counter intuitive to think that taking 7-8 hours out of your 24 hour limited day is productive, 

but in order for your brain to function at optimum capacity you need your full sleep.  You 
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can’t make up for lost sleep – it is already gone, you need this amount every day.  Listen to 

your body and don’t underestimate what it is trying to tell you.   

 If you find you are struggling to get through because you are tired, if possible take a 

15, 30, or 45 minute nap.  Don’t go as long as an hour, and always do it in 15 minute 

increments.  This helps (in my experience) your body get through the proper cycles 

and get your rest that you need.  I always feel refreshed in these increments, but if I 

wake up outside these increments, I more often than not feel groggy, sluggish, and 

like I didn’t get any rest at all.   

 When sleeping for the night, if possible let your body wake you naturally.  It will let 

you know when you are recharged.   

 If you have an important meeting, etc. make the adjustments the night before, not 

cutting into your sleep pattern in the morning. 

 Limit or reduce screen time 

o Being aware of the amount of screen time you have is important.  In today’s technology 

filled world, we spend a lot of necessary time in front of a screen – computers, phones, 

tablets, etc. and it is critical for our business, work, or productivity.  Reducing the 

extraneous time can help you not only find additional time per day for things you want and 

need to do, but also relieve a serious toll on your body.   

 Too much screen time can cause dry and strained eyes, blurred vision, headaches, 

bad posture, neck and shoulder pain.  Excessive screen time is also detrimental to 

our brains.   

 Multiple studies have shown that an overabundance of screen time produces 

atrophy of the gray matter (shrinkage or loss of tissue volume) where your thought 

processes occur.  The areas that are affected are crucial such as the frontal lobe 

(planning, prioritizing, organizing, and impulse control) where your ability to “get 

stuff done” is facilitated.  Additionally loss was seen in the area of the brain which 

handles your rewards and suppression of socially unacceptable impulses (the 

striatum) and even more shockingly the area of the brain which affects our ability to 

be empathetic and show compassion for other individuals and take in the physical 

signals from the outside world with emotion (the insula).   

 Without concerning ourselves with the possible links to violent behavior (that is a 

separate post all together for someone else to write) it is quite apparent and plain 

to see that this affects our abilities to form and maintain deep meaningful 

relationships.  It’s of little wonder to me personally how so many marriages end in 

divorce and there is so little “tribal” activity in our hometowns anymore.  We are all 

affected by this, and it is only going to get worse unless we actively do something to 

change the progression.   

 If you would like more information on how increased screen time affects the brain, 

you can check out the article in Psychology Today. 

 Enjoyment 

o The idea that work has to be drudgery is a falsity, a complete myth.  Enjoyment should 

always be your goal.  Making yourself able to be more productive allows you to find ways to 

push the enjoyment level up, and when you enjoy your work more, you will again be more 

productive.   

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/mental-wealth/201402/gray-matters-too-much-screen-time-damages-the-brain


 I love my businesses.  Both of them.  I wouldn’t change it for the world except I 

would like to be making a little more money from each of them.  I don’t wake up on 

Monday dreading the work week.  I don’t get through the week just waiting for 

Friday.  Each day is great, even though (obviously) some are better than others.  

Finding a way to do what you love or love what you do is magical.  Look for it in your 

life and you will open up doors you never dreamed possible.   

 To help foster the enjoyment in what you are doing, find ways to reward your own 

accomplishments (especially if you are an entrepreneur because there is no one 

there to reward you otherwise). 

If you like what you read here and would like to see more, you can find a full list of our articles and 
reports to date on our website.  You can also signup for the mailing list, subscribe to our blog, (both via 
our website), subscribe to our YouTube channel (still up and coming at the time of this article being 
written, but available to subscribe to while we prepare to produce fantastic content for you), or even 
become a customer.   
 
Written by Lucy Moore  

Owner of Interlocked Solutions 
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